The formation of hurricane Hilda is followed using satellite photographs, surface and 200-mb. streamline nnnlyses, and 500-to 200-mb. thickness and shear wind analyses. The formation of a strong uppcr level anticyclone nearly over the perturbation coincided with marked warming in the 500-to 200-mb. level. Significant dccpening wns delayed until the disturbance was clear of the island of Cuba. Profiles of meteorological parameters arc studied ns thc deepening proceeds and details of the structure from photographs and radar film are prcsented.
INTRODUCTION
Hilda was a late season. storm, the first sign of which appeared a t the surface as a weak wave in the easterlies over eastern Cuba on Sept. 27, 1964. The wave proceeded S~O W~Y westward deepening into : I closed Low on the 29th, and maintained its intensity iis it, crossed over the southwestern peninsula. of Cuba by the 30th. I n the western Yucatan channel it, began to deepen more rapidly, and while moving mest-northmest~~rard through the Gulf of Mexico it reached hurricane strength about 16 GMT on September 30. Hilda :Lttained its maximum intensity (central pressure of 941 nib.) around 19 G M T on October 1 after which i t proceeded sloirly tomrd the north to the Louisiuna coilstline while filling ii t :I moderate rate. The eye of Hildik passed over Franklin, La. (some 10 mi.
inland) , about 03 GAIT on October 4. The cent8rul pressure was 962 nib. and the wiiids were est8imated :it 135 mi./hr. (Duiin et nl.
[I]). Folloiviiig this report, the storm filled rapidly and tmned aortheastward nnd eastward before i i n :ipproaching cold front. It became estr:itropical over soli tliern Mississippi and produced heavy rains in the Southeast as it passed to sea off the coast near Jacksonville, Fla. (In eastern North Carolina, some 4,000 persons had to evacuate t8heir homes because of flooding (Frank During its formative stages the incipient perturbiLtion could be ixrialyzed fairly well using the Caribbean synoptic reports despite the absence of upper :ill. soundings from Havana and Camaguey, Cuba. On September 29 and 30 and again 011 October 1 :ind 2, special research flights by the Natioiial Hurricane Research LaboratoryResearch Flight Facility teani-made Hilda one of the best documented storms in history. The upper level flights were indispeiisible in the 200-mb. streamline unnlyses. On the lst, special efforts u7ere made to gather data at five levels from the still deepening hurricane. These data lrovided the best vertical resolution obtained to that date in the inner core of a hurricane.
[41) .I
The two major purposes of this paper, which is being published in three parts, are to describe the formation of Hilda in d l available detail :~n d to examine the storm on the 1st in as many releviint ways as the aircraft data permit. A somemhat more cursory discussion of the approach of the storm to the coast nnd its degradation into an extratropical \\FiLve are finally presented. The authors have endeavored to use satellite photographs where they appear helpful and informative.
THE FORMATION OF HURRICANE HILDA
The official track of hurricane Hildti is presented in figure 1 , which shows that the storm \vas first recorded tis a tropical del'ressioii a t 12 GRIT ott Sepl. 28, 1964 . However, the first notice that, a possible disturbance was forming outl over the Atlmtic 117:is contained in a message from the National Weather Satellite Center on Sept. 23, 1964. TIROS 7 had detected :in amorphous inass of clouds chracterized :E a "disturbed area." Available surface we:ither reports did not indicate any significant perturbatioii in the low level flow field and there were insufficient data aloft to define the analysis. Late on the 24th ( fig. 2 ) : L subsequenC picture showed either westward riio tion of the cloud formation or a newly formed cloud mass. Feuuseful datn were uvailable a t sea level, nnd nt 200 mb. there was : L suggestion that the cloud mass was ccii tered l i e u the south side of :I col. Tile 500-nib. analysis (no1 shou-11) \\-as quite siniiltir to t l i t i t at 200 nib. One dajlater the cloadiness \vus cetitered farther west and a],-peiired much more extensive ( fig. 3) . At the 200-nib. level it seemed to be located throughout the col and the easterly wave south of the col; at 500 Inb. the axis of ;I fnirly strong easterly wave T V :~ about 2' of long. west; of the 200-mb. uxis.
On September 26, 110 satellite picture mas available, had developed over Haiti at the upper level ( fig. 4) and a barely detectable wave in the easterlies could be analyzed but by 00 GMT over eastern Cuba a t the surface ( fig. 5 ). The connection between these two features was rather tenuous, as evidenced by the relation of the surface trough to the 500-to 200-mb. thickness pattern ( fig. 6 ) and the subsequent history of this relationship. Twenty-four hr. later ( fig. 7 ) the upper level vortex had rnoved south-southwestward and the strengthened surface wave (fig. S) now lay under the \\-eak thickness ridge ( fig. 9 ). The major changes that h:d occurred in this period appeared to be the strengthening of the cyclonic vorticity center over the Bahamas ( fig. 3 ) into i~ closed cyclonic circulation north of Cuba ( fig. 7) , the strengthening of the surface wave already mentioned, and the amplification of the ridge-trough thickness pattern from central to eastern Cuba ( fig. 9 ). The thickness pattern was reasonably well supported by the shear winds, and the thickness ridge over eastern Cuba may have been partially induced by the release of latent heat in the shower activity that accompanied the wave.
The satellite photo ( fig. 10 ) and its nephanalysis ( fig.  11 ) covered the northern portion of the surface wave only. It did, hon-ever, suggest the development of a significant cloud mass, which :il)peared to have cirrus outflow oriented dong the 200-mb. streamlines that diverged from the anticyclone north of H:iiti (d:&ed lines, fig. 11 ). The surface winds tirid weather a t reporting stations are also depicted in figure 11 . The northwestern edge of the "continuous" 308-619 0 -68 -4 cloud mass seemed to be defined or limited by the strong shear line extending northeastward from the cyclonic center just north of Cuba.
During the next 24 hr. : L closed cyclonic vortex (at the surface) formed just to the south of Cuba. Figure 12 for 00 GMT on the 29th shows this rather large, weak, tropical depression a t sea level. The 200-mb. data were significantly enhanced by the addition of the aircraft winds ( fig. 13) . They revealed that the major upper level anticyclone that had been north of Haiti ( fig. 7) had moved over Haiti. At the same time, a new strongly divergent) anticyclone had appeared near north central Cuba. During the same period the cyclonic circulation to the west ( fig.  7 ) had degenerated into little more than a shear line.
The most impressive change occurred in the thickness pattern ( fig. 14) . A large mass of warmer than normal air (from 500 to 200 mb.) now covered western Cuba. Presumably this upper level warmth resulted from the release of latent heat that accompanied the slowly deepening surface disturbance. Both the warm pool tind the associated cloud mass ( fig. 15 ) were located mainly to the east of the surface low center, possibly because the disturbance had only recently developed from an easterly wkve with most of the weather expected on its east side, into a closed Low, in which the weather might be expected to be distributed more symmetrically. In figure 16 there .
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FIGURE X-1000-mb. contours for 00 GMT, September 27 showing :I barely perceptible easterly wave over castcrn Cuba, the first low lcvcl evidence of thc disturbance that became hurricane Hilda. 
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FIGURE 'i. .o" FIGURE 10.-Satellite view of cloud masses (lower portion of picture) that preceded hurricane Hilda.
is still a suggestion that the cloudiness tends to be limited by the shear line; the edge is not particularly sharp, however, and the nephanalysis does not portray the thinner cirrus elements of figure 15 . A secondary cloud mass to the north of eastern Cuba appears to have been intimately connected with these features but is not quite part of the continuous cloud mass. Fett [3] has cataloged four typical stages of hurricane development as characterized by cloud photographs obtained from satellites. Figure 10 did not present adequate coverage for satisfactory classification along the lines suggested by him, although it does suggest a possible "A" stage of development. The coverage of figure 15 is more complete and the cloud configuration presumably falls in Fett's "C" or "B-C" category. A clear-cut "comma" configuration is rather difficult to discern.
By 00 GMT on the 30th the center at 1000 mb. had crossed western Cuba near Cabo de San Antonio ( fig. 17 attendant anticyclone was well delineated by the aircraft minds which showed it had moved westward as it accompanied the incipient Hilda. Between the High and the southern Florida peninsula, these reports defined a sharp shear line. Visible evidence of the shear was observed by the senior adthor on a research flight that same day (the 30th). The well-defined edge of the cirrus shield mapped on the low level flight coincided almost exactly with the shear line determined from the upper level flight winds that became available later. Unfortunately, the TIROS picture coverage does not extend quite far enough north to provide satellite confirmation of this observation.
Despite the lack of significant change in central pressure, the portion of the storm visible on the satellite coverage appeared much better organized on September 29 than on previous days ( fig. 19 ). The cloud inass visible in the photograph suggests a classical "comma" corre- ) suff ers somewhat from scarcity of datii. Nevertheless, the gross or large features are fairly 11 ell defined and certainly suggest that in the overall vicinity of the storm, thicknesses continued to increase in the layer from 500 to 200 mb. Presumably, the "separate" area of \I armth present on the previous day had fused or tiinalgamated \I ith the normal center of greatest \vilrnith iisuiilly located over southern Mexico. There 11 as every suggestion that heating \\ as continuing in the upper levels much in the fashion described by Yanai [16] , [17] in his non classical study of typhoon Doris (1958).
Of possible significance is th:it the heat release \!as strongly evident and preceded the rapid deepening despite the fact that there \\as no immediate cold vortex (above the 1011 level center) that required transformation into ii I \ arm core vortex. The nearest vortex that might hnve been :issociated \\itti Hilda in this context appears to have been the one south of Florida a t 00 GMT on the 2Sth ( fig. 7 ). One might have eipected that deepening \\ oulcl :lcceler:Lte rapidly follou ing the conditions reflected in tlie 00 GMT maps of the 29th ( fig. 12, 13 ). Certainly most of the genernlly conceded prerequisites I\ ere present: :I lo\\ level disturbance (\\ ith lo\\ level inflon ), an upper divergence ~nechtmis~ii, \I nrni surftice \I aters beneath, iind general \\-arnith in the 500-to 200-nib. layer. It may \vel1 be that proximity to the isltind of Cuba and the considerable obstacle that its terrain presents, as \vel1 a s the curtailment of available \\-ater surface \\-hich the island's very presence necessitates, \\-ere sufficient deterrents to an otherwise favorable situiition. The storm began to deepen a t an accelerating pace shortly after 12 GMT on the 29th ( fig. 22 ) as the storm center cleared the Cuban peninsula (Guanahacabibes), iifid the most rapid deepening occurred after the storm was uell a t sea. global scale. H e came to the conclusion that forniation is greatly favored over those regions \\-here lo\\-level convergence lies beneath a deep layer (S50 to 200 nib.) characterized by very little wind shear. Presumibly, this prevents tlie latent heiit released from being so widely disseminated as to Illilke its cumulative effect nil. With this in mind, we have iindyxed the S50-to 200-rnb. shew winds over the region of concern. Because our prinie iiretL of interest \\ :is over the southern coast of western Cubii (I\ hich contained no upper level reporting stations), the only possible confirmation \\-odd lie in : L niinimuni shetir 017er this area implied by tlie data from surrounding areas. To :t liinited extent this did appear to be the case; i.e., the tireiL about the center \\ ils in a region of relatively \\-e:ik shear. Tlie evidence I\ tis not conclusive and is not presented here.
In recent, yeiirs surface \\ ilter temperatures 1uLve received considerable iitten tion as factors influencing tlie formation, intensification, and motion of hurricanes. 
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FIGURE 15.---Satellite view of the mea of concern a t 1528 GMT, September 28.
(PalmBn [ l l ] has long since disclaimed any intent of stating that hurricanes and typhoons can form only over waters of a t least 26 to 27OC.) Since there \\-as little doubt that sea surface temperatures south of Cuba \\-ere of the order of 28 to 29OC., inore than adequate heat and moisture (for the over-water portion of the storm) \\ ere available long before rapid deepening began. Oiit over the open Gulf \I here the significnnt deepening took place, the \\7aters were apparently just as \\.arm or warmer. Leipper [9] and Taylor [15] have constructed detailed isothertiis of the I \ ater temperatures over the Gulf before :itid after the ptissage of Hildn. A good portion of these dtita \vas gathered by an oceanographic vessel and may be considerecl more accumte than the usunl synoljtic reports. Teni1)eratures in front of Hilda \\-ere around 29 to 3OoC., or some\\ hat above normnl for the time of year. T h i i s , seii surface temper:i trire conditions \\-ere ideal for storm development. Hilda reached hurricane intensity (winds >74 mi./hr.) a t about 16 GMT, Sept. 30, 1964 . Precluding an earlier tittainment of hurricane status \\-as the island of Cuba, \\-hose land mass has produced similar effects on previous occasions (Lateef and Smith [SI).
As indicated in figure 23, hurricane Hilda \\-as a large, strong, deepening vortex almost centrally located in the Gulf of Mexico at 00 GMT, October 1. The central pressure had fallen to approximately 965 mb. and maximum winds were about 90 nii./hr. At 200 mb. (fig. 24) , n large anticyclonic circula tion dominated the whole Gulf region, except for the small cyclonic circulation immediately above the hurricane. The shear line of previous days appears to have been obliterated but the data do not preclude the possibility that some remnants remained east of the small cyclonic center aloft. Whether the disappearance of the shear line and the explosive deepening were pure coincidence is not determinable; other factors conducive to this deepening have been cited. The thickness pattern ( fig. 25 ) leaves no doubt that a large warm mass of air a t upper levels filled the Gulf region and caused well-marked an ticyclonic shear winds everywhere but on the Mexican Gulf Coast. Figure 26 presents the 200-mb. streamlines for 12 GMT on the Ist, just before Hilda reached its minimum central pressure of 941 mb. The combination of flight and synoptic data affords better than average coverage for streamline analysis. Hilda maintained a cyclonic circulation up through the 200-mb. level and the data present a classic example of the turning of this flow into anticyclonic outdraft. Of particular interest is the outdraft structure over the western Gulf where westerly winds were impinging on the upper level anticyclone. Despite the rapid turning of the winds (at a level where small irregularities are not too common) one could view the analysis as a textbook solution of how the outdraft would be disturbed by the intrusion of westerlies.
The satellice view of Hilda (at just about its deepest stage) and the corresponding nephanalysis are presented in figures 27 and 28. The now familiar appearance-much like that of a spiral nebula-is best shown in figure 29 which is an enlargement (not a mosiac) of a single frame of the storm. The orientation of the outflow cirrus streams ( fig. 28 and 29 ) now match the 200-mb. streamflow quite closely northeast of the storm center, as they should in view of the small difference in synoptic times. Of special interest is the fairly well-marked eastern edge of the cirrus shield. While the abruptness of the edge may have been exaggerated in figure 28, figure 29 suggests a very rapid transition from thick cirrus to no discernible cloud a t all.
The well-marked western edge of the cirrus shield on a given side of the storm has been frequently noted by hurricane flyers and was well documented for hurricane Cleo of 1958 (LaSeur and Hawkins [7] ), in which case the western edge of the shield was also marked by a pronounced suppression of low level cumulus activity. Similar well-defined, not necessarily western, edges and sometimes low level suppression also have been noted since that time. More recently, Merritt and Wexler [lo] have described the cirrus shield and related its welldefined edge to the rapid nnticyclonic turning of the wind in the outflow layer until the flow becomes approximately tangential. While we have no desire to take issue with this description, we also have found well-defined cirrus edges along shear lines, as shown in figure I I . This type of pattern also has the generally required characteristics to produce sharp cirrus edges. Fett [2] has inferred that subsidence is occurring through the action of a "major subsiding branch of the hurricane's circulation"-and that this mechanism accounts for the sharp annular edge of the cirrus canopy. That such subsidence comprises a major branch of the hurricane circulation seems doubtful because the temperature effects of such circulation should be apparent and this has not proven to be the case. Nevertheless, divergence must accompany increasing anticyclonic turning in the outflow layer. When the air has ((turned" sufficiently so that it is flowing in an approximate tangential path, then air from another, possibly dryer, source must flow parallel to it (on the left). Many sharp cirrus edges may arise in this fashion and limited subsidence may occur beneath the area of divergence. I n the outflow layer where anticyclonic turning of the winds is no longer appreciable, it is difficult to see any marked subsidence that might terminate the cirrus canopy.
Merritt and Wexler [lo] have made exploratory calculations as to the amount of descent required to evaporate reasonable amounts of ice in what is assumed to be a typical cirrus canopy. Although a limited amount of subsidence may well occur on the edges of the cirrsu canopy, we are reluctant to accept this mechanism as the only significant one. One reason is that the outer edges of the cirrus canopy have frequently been at quite high altitudes. Certainly the base of the cirrus shield occurs at lower and lower altitudes as a storm is approached. I n addition, once the jet research aircraft enters the cirrus it seldom emerges until entering the eye, i.e. none of the flights suggests that the cirrus occurs at lower elevations at greater radial distances (on occasion, the jet does not emerge even in the eye). Consequently, we are inclined to favor the mixing of saturated cloud shield air with drier air (above and below) as an additional means by which the cirrus shield is thinned. However, in the straighter outflow currents thin sheets and patches of cirrus have been observed where the satellite pictures indicate little or none. In Hilda, on October 1, the time lapse films show some cirrus, even east of 85OW., or well past the "edge" of the outflow shield. I t does seem possible that to the west of the storm, where the anticyclonic curvature became most marked, subsidence may have played a more important role. Some of the harder cloud globules in figure 27 are undoubtedly composed of lower level clouds and their alignment is best associated with the surface winds plotted in figure  28 . The enlargement of the best single frame photograph of Hilda, presented in figure 29 , is an excellent example of hurricane "banding" and a fine illustration of how rapidly the solid cirrus canopy can apparently dissipate in the upper level "straight" outflow.' I More recent experience with hurricane Beulah (1%7) has demonstrated that the satellite photographs can indeed be misleading with regard to the edges of "blowoff" or outflow cirrus. Apparently, cirrus of a certain density is recorded by tho photographs quito readily while cirrus of a not too distinguishable thinner texture goes almost unrecorded. In a flight from Miami while the outflow from Beulah was covering the Gulf of Mexico, it was noted that outflow cirrus was clearly discernible to the eye over the eastern Gulf but was impossible to discern on available satellite pictures. We submit that the "rapid dissipation" of cirrus in the outflows from the hurricane cirrus canopy is frequently exaggerated in satellite photographs and that marked and sudden subsidence is not needed to account for observed effects.
The first low level reconnaissance into the center of the storm took place September 29, shortly after it had cleared the island of Cuba. Hilda had acquired tropical storm status, with a central pressure of 995 mb. Figure 30 presents the low level flight data in profile form. The various parameters have been reduced to the 900-mb. surface for comparison with later figures. The 3.2-cm. radar vertical cross section is presented below the profiles for comparison. Maximum winds relative to the moving storm were 36 kt. about 13 n.mi. northeast of the center. To the northwest, maximum winds were 33 kt. about 16 n.mi. from the potential eye. Temperatures varied from 20 to 23OC. with the warmest air very near the storm center. The D-value profile for the 29th ( fig. 30) shows that fairly well-marked gradients were already present. Computations of the gradient winds, using radii of trajectory curvatures, were carried out at 10-n.mi. intervals to see whether marked imbalances were present in the smoothed data. Results were inconclusive and showed balance within 10 to 20 percent maintained most of the time, with the actual winds subgradient in some instances and supergradient in others.
The radar cross section was prepared from the RDR-1D 3.2-cm. vertical cross section radar which pictures the precipitating elements in a plane perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the aircraft.2 Although the tops were not always stratiform and level, they were not wildly uneven and cumuliform in appearance. They varied from 14,000 to 16,000 ft. for the most part, and the highest echo top was at 31,000 ft. Most were rather level and not cumuliform in structure. The top of this "even" echo occurs about where the bright band would be expected to be in this situation; i.e., near the OOC. isotherm.
We have discussed these records with H. V. Senn who recently presented a paper on this subject [14] . He believes the top of the echo does coincide with the bright band and and that the effect is caused by the snowflakes in old cumulus structures settling down and either beginning to melt or otherwise acquiring a coating of moisture that enhances their radar reflectivity. On settling further they undoubtedly turn into drops and/or droplets which fall as rain or evaporate in falling, or are maintained aloft by a weak vertical updraft. Whether the visible cloud form in which the echo occurs should be characterized as cumulior stratiform in nature may be a moot point. The amount of stratiform clouds found in tropical storms and hurricanes is quite large if one considers the importance of the cumulus activity in the energetics of the storm. However, while the cloud material may be almost exclusively cumulogenitus, many layers of clouds are found in these storms. We would prefer to view the band as occurring in a deck, or decks of stratiform clouds. How high the visible deck extends is not known, but in the inner portions of the storm it presumably extends to the top of the cirrus level, \\ hich seldom can be topped a t 35,000 ft. In Hilda, on the Ist, the high level jet I\ RS in dense cirrus pr:icticnlly all the time it was within 100 mi. of the eye; so tlie cirrus canopy estended \\ell above 40,000 ft. and may have contained curiiuloniiiibus ton ers to conipariible heights. Some sriiall support for this interpretation ol the echo tops might be found in the chtinge in altitude I\ it11 radial distance from the storm center. Since the liiirricane is a 11 ariii core disturbance, the bright band should be found a t increasing elevation rietir the center. Sorile years :igo the senior author of this paper suggested the possibility of estimating the strength of II hurricane throiigh the altitude of the bright bund new the I\ all cloud. The concept is based on the reasoning that the 1) ariiier the core, the lo\\ er the central pressure, the more intense tlie storin, and the higher tlie bright band should be. Sufficient data were not available a t the time for further development of this idea. I n the case of Hilda, there was only a. weak suggestion ( fig. 30 ) that the storm a t this stage was already \\-arm core; i.e., the bright band \\-tis sorne\\-hat higher near the eye. Difficulties in reading the fdms more itccurntely preclude a more definitive statement. At lo\\ elevations the temperature differences bet\veen the storni core and the environs are frequently quite siiiall. In this case the tewperakires a t 60 mi. out averaged about 21.5OC., u-Me in the storm center they averaged about 22OC1. This is too sniall a tenipernture difference to be relied on to indicate the presence of a 1v;iriii core or B cold core a t upper levels. The bright band in figure 30 does seem to occur a t slightly higher elevations as the core is approached; 60 mi. out, it appears a t nbont 14,000 to 15,000 ft., while 10 rni. out on the northwest side it apparently is located near 16,000 ft. On the basis of this observation we might conclude that the tropical storm was most probably of warin core structure a t this stage. It is obvious from figure 30 that the inner core of the tropical storm \vas not filled with towering precipitating cumulus. I n fact, the areas in which cumulus activity dominated the scene, obliterated the bright band, and led to a breakup in the stratiform regime were not predoininant. The greater part of the inner core (inner 60 mi.) was stratiform in clinracter. Very fe\v radar echoes \vent to 20,000 ft. and only one \\-as logged above 30,000 ft. Although this profile does not represent a coniplete cloud survey or census, it is also representative of the other passes. From all other passes only two other echoes that reached the 30,000-to 32,000-ft. level were found. Presumably, this rrtd:ir "sees" raindrops nnd possibly cloud 
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FIGURE 32.-The 10-cm. APS-20 radar was used to composite the more stable of the radar echoes depicted on the time lapse film. The echoes do not necessarily reflect every RDR-1D echo. droplets or ice crystals a t ranges of 10 mi. or less. Hence, it is likely that visible cuniulonimbus clouds rose to considerably greater heights but active Precipitation was not falling froni these heights. I n any event there was in all likelihood no copious supply of supercooled liquid water available in the form of raindrops.
On September 30, another low level survey of the storm was made by research aircraft. Figure 31 presents, in a format hmilar to the preceding figure, some of the data gathered!, The wind speeds relative to the moving center were both\ stronger and better organized than on the 29th. Maximum relative winds were 56 kt. on the south side and 48 kt. on the north side. On either side of the maxima the winds decreased outward with shears much stronger than those in evidence a day earlier.
As would be expected, the D-value gradient had also increased significantly, particularly in the region of maximurn \I-inds. There \vas some further evidence of \\arming in the core in that the temperature difference from the 60-mi. range to the center was now more than 2OC. The 3.2-cm. radar cross section \vas notable for the extensive precipitation encountered at flight level. In accordance with this evidence of the stratiform nature of the cloudiness, the echo tops on this radar \\-ere relutively even over much of the traverse. Even where cumuli- form activity prevailed the radar echoes did not penetrate to very impressive altitudes. The extreme height, found nearly 70 m i to the north, was 27,000 ft. An extensive area of cumulus activity occurred from about 27 mi. to a t least 55 mi. south of the center. There is a definite suggestion in the data that the altitude of the bright band increased towards the core on the south side of the storm despite the prevalence of cumulus activity. On the north side a somewhat similar trend was noticed, but it was not particularly well marked. The highest echo logged on this pass did not reach 30,000 ft. Figure 32 shows the PPI presentation of the more persistent radar echoes composited on the basis of f l m from the APS-20, 10.4-cm. radar set. These echoes were composited over a time interval of some 4% hr. and comprise only the harder core echoes that were distinguishable from the sea return.
Where both the APS-20 and RDR-1D obtained data from the same meteorological target the extreme height of the echo return on the 3.2-cm. set was tabulated (in thousands of feet) a t the appropriate location. Because of the difference in wavelength and the differences in compositing there are noticeable differences between the radar cross section in figure 31 and the PPI composite of figure 32 . In retrospect, it seems somewhat surprising that despite the evident growth and superior organization of the storm, little significant change in radar structure had become apparent between the 29th and the 30th. It should be emphasized ut this point that the visible clouds undoubtedly extended to much higher levels. On the succeeding day, October 1, Hilda was a fullfledged hurricane, and the profiles of figure 33 are of typical hurricane structure. Winds reached their maximum some 11 to 14 mi. from the center of the eye. The highest wind speed (relative to the moving hurricane) was 110 kt. Speeds peaked sharply at the maximum and showed reasonable anticyclonic shears with increasing radius. Even the low level temperatures showed fair evidence of the warm core structure; they rose from about 20°C. at 60 mi. out to more than 24°C. in the eye. I t is possible, of course, that the outer temperatures were depressed in the falling rain,' a characteristic not uncommon in vortex thermometry and usually estimated at less than 2OC.
(Hawkins et al. [6] ). The D-values showed the deep V expected of a mature hurricane with maximum D-value gradients of the order of 175 f t . / l O n.mi. At these latitudes this corresponds to a geostrophic wind in excess of 900 kt. The radar cross section shown in figure 33 suggests a significant increase of cumulo-type activity in the inner 20 to 30 mi. Echo tops are less than 30,000 ft. Nevertheless, broad areas are still dominated by stratiform structure with the bright band much in evidence, but there is no conclusive evidence indicating the elevation of the bright band with decreasing radius.
Successive daily profiles of temperature and wind speed are presented in figure 34. I n some cases the "approach leg" (from 70 to 240 mi.) was not a direct precursor or successor to the inner leg in time or space, so the overall profiles have been coniposited where necessary; no serious inconsistency is thought to have resulted from this procedure. Profiles for October 2, when the storm had begun to weaken, are also included. No significant temperature changes occurred a t this low level from the 29th to the 30th, when the storm was deepening slowly, but there was significant warming in the core from the 30th to the 1st as rapid deepening took place. Even after the hurricane had filled slightly on the 2d, temperatures in the eye remained high and a curious anomalous center of warmth was located just within the southern eye wall. The mean annual tropical temperature a t 900 mb. is 18.3"C. and the temperatures associated with the inner and outer circulations of hurricane Hilda mere without exception higher than this normal value.
The wind speed profiles ( fig. 34) show a fairly regular transition. From the 29th to the 30th there was little change in speed a t radii greater than 150 n.mi. Within this radius, however, winds (relative to the moving storm) generally increased, with a slight suggestion that there was a small diminution in the radius of maximum wind. The significant increase in maximum wind speeds from the 30th to the 1st was not accompanied by a decrease in the radius of maximum winds. On the contrary, the radius a t which the maximum winds were found definitely increased. By observation time on the 2d, the maximum winds had decreased and the radius of maximum winds had expanded significantly. Also, there appeared to be (on the 2d) an asymmetry in the wind field accompanying the asymmetry in the temperature field cited previously.
If one assumes for the moment (Riehl [12] ) that the potential vorticity is conserved in the inflow layer and that the drag coefficient is constant, then rvi = const. or vo P= const.
Various investigators have examined the wind profiles in order to determine the appropriate value of m in the equation voP=const. Riehl [12] has cited a number of storms in which m equaled 0.5 over significant portions of the wind profile. These were smoothed profiles which had been meaned azimuthally. Although we have serious reservations about the constancy of the drag coefficient in hurricanes, we have computed the values of m for the subjectively smoothed wind profiles shown on the right side of figure 34 . The results of these computations ( fig. 35) show that it is difficult to characterize the wind profile from the maximum wind out to the periphery by the use of a constant exponent for the radius, T . On the 30th) just before Hilda reached hurricane status, a t least four values of m were required to describe the profile out to 150 mi. On the lst, as the storm approached its maximum depth, the profile seemed simpler although for the region from the maximum wind out to 70 n.mi. the value of m was only 0.38. The difference between this value and that of the succeeding day (0.42) is probably not significant. I n general, the slope of the profile seemed to increase as the storm intensified, as was also found by Riehl in his study of hurricane D ais y .
I n figure 36, the successive D-value or pressure profiles have, of necessity, been composited in the same manner as those for temperature and wind speed. It appears that the area of significant deepening extended out only about 80 to 100 n.mi., a relatively small area in view of the large range in central pressures, i.e., from 995 to 947 mb. Major deepening occurred from the 30th to the 1st as previously mentioned. From the 1st to the 2d the vortex seems to have "expanded" rather than "filled." The central pressure was higher on the 2d but pressures were lower in the annular ring from about 10 to 40 n.mi. out from the center of the eye. This type of change is not unlike that which Project Stormfury effort hopes to achieve by hurricane seeding.
SUMMARY OF THE GENESIS OF HURRICANE HILDA
The origins of hurricane Hilda appeared to be associated with a mass of clouds moving westward from the south central portion of the western Atlantic to the Greater Antilles. Because of scarcity of data, it was not feasible to satisfactorily relate the cloud mass to a unique feature of the circulation. Long before Hilda became a hurricane, an easterly wave formed and began to deepen over the warm ocean surface. The wave was accompanied by extensive shower activity and a considerable release of latent heat in the 500-to 200-mb. layer. This heat, in turn, seemed to be associated with the development of further anticyclonic circulation a t higher levels and further enhancement of the upper level divergent mechanism. Deepening was a t a moderate rate a t first but accelerated after the disturbance moved clear of the island of Cuba. Throughout the period of aircraft surveillance, a large areal proportion of the precipitation seemed to fall from stratiform clouds (undoubtedly of cumulus origin) with a well-marked bright band. Radar echoes did not extend to great heights a t any time up through October l-the highest was of the order of 32,000 ft. Visible clouds were of greater vertical extent t h p this. The final deepening was mainly over an area relatively close to the storm core and was accompanied by a marked increase of cumuliform vs. stratiform radar echoes in the area surrounding the eye.
The genesis of Hilda proved in no way an exception to the general concepts of such events as they are currently accepted a t the National Hurricane Center. These precepts include: 1) A preexisting disturbance a t lower levels with low level inflow. I n this case, the easterly wave was of recent origin and may have appeared first a t midtropospheric levels.
2) A relatively warm ocean surface. The fact that major deepening occurred only after the storm cleared Cuba is not inconsistent with this requirement.
3) The presence (or simultaneous development) of a divergence mechanism aloft consistent with the low level inflow. The upper level anticyclone n1)peared to satisfy this requirement most admirably.
4) Geiiernl warmth in the upper troposphere from 500 to 200 mb. The thickness patterns give adequate evidence of increasing temperatures in this layer. These temperature increases are in turn attributed to the release of latent heat in the showers that accompanied the disturbance.
The hypothesis that formation is favored in the areas of minimal shear (Gray [5] ) is being further evaluated. Probably the most surprising aspect of Hilda u-as the lack of evidence on the vertical cross section radar of deep, penetrating cumulus buildups. The area dominated by cumulus activity wns, as expected, arid as is usually the case, quite small. B u t the lack of radar target echoes penetrating to 35,000 ft. or above was somewhat disconcerting although visible cloud towers to and above these levels may have been present. Further study itnd use of the 3.2-cm. vertical cross section radar is necessary before any conclusions can be reached as to how representative and valid these observations on the storm's radar structure may be.
